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Abstract: Undoubtedly, we are witnessing a new era of computer networks that aspire to support
modern demanding applications by providing the highest Quality of Experience (QoE) to the end
user. Next Generations Networks (NGNs) ensure that characteristics such as ultra-low latency, high
availability and wide service coverage can be met across the network regardless of the network
infrastructure ownership. To accomplish that, beyond the necessary improvements in the radio
propagation field, changes have been made in the core network functions which are now charac-
terized as programmable, and software defined. Software Defined Networks (SDNs) and Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) are the keystones of the NGNs flexibility. The high expectations of
NGNs’ performance and the continuous changes in the network conditions lead to the develop-
ment of new network management frameworks that add elasticity and dynamicity and minimize
human intervention. ETSI (the European Standards Organization) presents the Zero-touch Service
Management (ZSM) framework that uses hyped technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) to achieve full end-to-end automation of the network services’ management
across one or many different domains. Focusing on multi-domain network service management,
there are several security issues identified by the standardization team which mostly derive from
the lack of trust among network providers. In the present research, we explore the suitability of
blockchain technology adoption for facing these security issues. Blockchain technology inherently
addresses security in trustless environments such as the infrastructures defined by the ZSM team.
Our contribution is three-fold: (a) we define the architecture of a multi-domain network infrastructure
that adopts the ZSM approach and integrates blockchain functionality, (b) we explore the adoption of
different blockchain and distributed ledger technologies (DLT) approaches to address ZSM security
needs and (c) we provide guidelines to prospective solution designers/implementers on the detailed
requirements that this solution has to meet to maximize the offered value.

Keywords: zero touch networks; next generation networks; cross-domain resource management;
blockchain/DLT

1. Introduction

Next Generation Networks (NGNs) offer network services based on technologies
such as Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV).
SDN and NFV reshape the nature of modern networks as they support network services
via virtualized environments, without the need for a hardware networking device [1,2].
Therefore, the Providers (NPs) can easily trade (virtualized) resources to support modern
Network Services (NSs) at different Quality of Service levels without having to resort to
optimization of every single algorithm (from routing like [3] to the upper layer). In the new
scene, the marketplace of resources grows as new players are entering the market [4–6].
These services are implemented by one or many Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) which
are supported by a collection of computational resources in the form of Virtual Machines
(VMs) or Containers (i.e., Dockers). The performance of the NSs both in terms of availability
and latency affects the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the end-user [7,8]. Therefore, it is
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crucial to orchestrate the performance of the individual NSs [9,10]. Considering that
modern networks must support applications with very different QoS requirements, the
ability of flexible and agile provisioning of high availability, ultra-low latency and 100%
coverage is of high importance [11,12] and SDN/NFV-enabled networks play a crucial
role in this [13,14]. Massive, seemingly infinite capacity, imperceptible latency, ultra-high
reliability, personalized services with extreme improvements in customer experience, global
web-scale coverage, and support for massive machine-to-machine communication are only
a subset of the requirements that these deployments should fulfill. The flexibility offered
by the SDN/VNF architecture opens the opportunity for NPs to enhance the utilization of
their resources by the dynamic reconfiguration and allocation of workload to the different
devices/resources. For given NS demands, NPs can trade resources to support NSs with
predefined network characteristics when needed. To maximize the benefits of resource
sharing, NPs need a framework for a highly dynamic, self-optimized resource management
process. Additionally, to avoid human errors and reduce the response time of the system,
the resource management process should require minimum human intervention.

The requirements of NPs have led the research community to the development of the
Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM) standardization, kicked off by the
ETSI (the European Standards Organization) in 2017 [15]. The pivotal deployment of 5/6G
and network slicing gave birth to the need for a radical change regarding the management
and orchestration of modern networks and services. More specifically, there is a need to
handle: (a) the increased overall complexity of networks derived from their transformation
into programmable, software-driven, service-based and holistically managed architectures,
(b) the unprecedented operational agility (i.e., real-time management of NS) required
to support new business opportunities enabled by technology breakthroughs, such as
network slicing. The ultimate automation goal is to enable largely autonomous networks
which will be driven by high-level policies and rules; these networks will be capable
of self-configuration, self-monitoring, self-healing and self-optimization without further
human intervention.

Besides the important benefits stemming from ZSM introduction, a set of security
challenges are also introduced in this highly dynamic, automated resource management
environment, as already pointed out by their proposers [15]. The concerns are related to the
untrusted nature of modern networks where large numbers of NPs are involved and the
security level of the automated mechanisms (many times powered by Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Machine Learning (ML)). Since these automation mechanisms are responsible to
make important decisions regarding the management of the network, the safeguarding
of this mechanism is vital for the network’s well-being. These mechanisms must not be
compromised, and their decisions must not be manipulated or tampered with. Although
several solutions have been discussed in the ETSI documents, the complexity of the system
increases as multiple different techniques are combined.

On the other hand, Blockchain technology (one of the most hyped technologies in 2022) is
adopted in many different use cases. The ability to establish trust in an untrusted environment,
the data integrity and the transaction validity ensured in the absence of a trusted third party
are the main characteristics that make blockchain attractive. To accomplish that, blockchain
solutions run in a decentralized and distributed network of nodes that are characterized as
public, private, permissioned and permissionless, offering different degrees of participation
control. In the last few years, blockchain has been successfully adopted in several sectors
beyond cryptocurrency, such as supply chain management, maritime and gaming with several
distributed applications (Dapps) [16–20].

The current work proposes to adopt blockchain technology to address the security
concerns mentioned by the ZSM standardization team in [21] and describes how blockchain
technology can be used, i.e., presents the architecture of such an implementation and
provides the lifecycle of a management service in a ZSM-supported scenario. Next, it
qualitatively assesses this proposition to prove that it inherently addresses the security
issues identified by the ZSM group. Furthermore, we identify the criteria against which an
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implemented solution should be evaluated. Considering that any prospective developer
will use a basis for the solution of an existing blockchain or DLT platform, we evaluate
indicative platforms (adopting Blockchains or Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) structures),
against the criteria mentioned earlier. To the best of our knowledge, this investigation and
solution proposition has not been yet presented in other related works; they may mention
that the use of a blockchain-based approach could be beneficial but the details of its design
and implementation and the suitability of currently available blockchain approaches are
not discussed.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents research works related to the
use of AI/ML and blockchain in modern networks focusing on the topic of ZSM networks.
Section 3 highlights the main requirements and elements of the ZSM framework and
examines the case of cross-domain procedures placing emphasis on the security-related
open issues involved in this scenario. In Section 4, the architecture of the blockchain-enabled
ZSM framework is described in detail followed by an analysis of the main components
and entities of this architecture. In Section 5, the criteria against which such a solution
should be evaluated in real life are presented so as to guide the prospective developers to
select appropriate baseline blockchain/DLT frameworks. Section 6 provides the assessment
of the proposed architecture while Section 7 is devoted to the examination of baseline
Blockchain/DLT platforms that are candidates for building a ZSM-oriented solution on top
of them. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and additionally provides the potential and
the next steps of this research direction.

2. Related Work

This section of the paper presents the related work with respect to (a) AI/ML tech-
niques in resource management focusing on multi-domain scenarios and (b) blockchain-
based solutions in NGNs and ZSM-compliant networks. The introduction of AI/ML
for automation purposes succeeds in enhancing the automation level at the expense of
introducing security vulnerabilities, which can be rectified by blockchain solutions.

2.1. The Role of AI/ML in the Implementation of the ZSM Concept

Artificial intelligence and Machine Learning techniques have been pursued to support
the profiling of a service, the forecasting of the quality a service will experience for a given
deployment scenario, and the placement of an NFV among others.

Dalgkitsis et al. [22], examine the use of Reinforcement Learning (RL) and more
specifically, they leverage a Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) RL algorithm
to solve the NFV placement problem in a scenario that consists of a Data Center (DC)
and multiple Mobile Edge Computing (MECs) infrastructures. The goal is to minimize
latency for ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (uRLLC). Uzunidis et al. [23],
focus on the resource management process in NGNs and the proper network service
profiling and placement in order to offer high QoE to the end user. In this work, authors
present a framework to address the problem of service profiling and to predict the system’s
“critical points”, focusing on complex services running over containers. In [24], the authors
focus on the problem of choosing the proper amount of resources to support applications
based on VNFs, especially in Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) environments where the
computational resources are limited. They argue that AI technology can solve this problem
in 5G networks, and they use it to develop a predictive autoscaling mechanism in NFV
MANO that could automatically adapt the resources beforehand to the workload used by
the application without any human intervention. Authors in this paper leverage Federated
Learning (FL) techniques to design deep learning models for predictive Virtual MEC
Application Functions (VMAF) autoscaling in a multi-domain setting that can better react
to the changing service requirements, optimize the network resource usage, and also
comply with data protection policies. Authors in [25] present a framework for Zero Touch
Networks that use AI technology and microservices to perform self-orchestration of end-to-
end network services. The presented research is part of the European H2020 program called
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CHARITY. The goal is to increase the QoE by respecting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs),
which are based on NGNs characteristics such as high availability and ultra-low latency.
The outcome of this research is an Artificial Intelligence based Resource aware Orchestration
(AIRO) framework in Cloud Native Environment that has been tested through simulation.
However, the authors do not address the security issues when AI technology is used. This
is anticipated to raise new challenges [26] when federated learning approaches enabling
different NPs to contribute to the model training will be brought to the scene.

2.2. Examining Blockchain as a Mean for the Security Enhancement in NGNs

Authors in [27], present a combination of AI technology and DLTs in order to increase
the security and trust in multi-operator mobile/cellular networks. The authors highlight
the ability of AI to offer characteristics such as self-adaptation and self-reaction to next-
generation networks which are susceptible to changes regarding the network conditions.
This research is part of the 5GZORRO project, and its goal is to present a conceptual
architecture of a solution that uses AI and DLTs. Another work of the same project [28]
proposes the use of Smart Contracts (SCs) coupled with Cloud-Native operational Data
Lakes to provide a zero-touch solution for the automated service assurance of multi-domain
network slices. The SLAs which define the proper performance of the services are applied
in the form of Smart Contracts (SCs) deployed in a blockchain network to increase the
transparency of the process and to facilitate the integrity of the agreement. This research
presents an architecture for a Smart Contract-based service assurance mechanism for
network slices in a multi-domain environment that is SLA-driven. Additionally, this work
aims to present a definition of AI-driven SLA breach detection and mitigation mechanisms
implemented as modular Cloud-native services.

Benzaid et al. [29], describe the concept of Zero Touch Networks (ZTNs) and how AI
can be used to automate the service management of modern networks. However, beyond
the advantages of AI-driven ZTNs, security and trust are considered open issues by the
authors when AI is used. According to the authors, it has been proven that ML techniques
are vulnerable to several attacks targeting both the training phase and the test phase. Since
data are used by the AI mechanism, their integrity and provenance are important for the
proper operation of the mechanism. Authors claim that blockchain technology can be
the antidote to these security limitations, due to its immutability and distributed nature,
without providing any architecture or details for the design of such a solution.

In [30], the authors discuss the considerations regarding trust in modern multi-stakeholder
networks and propose the use of blockchain technology to deal with trust issues. Smart Con-
tracts (SCs) deployed in blockchain networks are ideal to create Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) among stakeholders and control SLA violations in a transparent and secure manner.
Based on the table presented by the authors, blockchain can be combined with many other
technologies to solve trust and security issues in modern networks. Some of these technologies
are VNFs, AI and ML. Moreover, sensitive data in modern networks can be protected using
blockchain technology in order to guarantee their integrity and provenance. The authors
discuss a use case where data are used as fuel for AI and ML focusing on the importance
of data security and highlighting that data security is extremely important in AI/ML-based
solutions. Data must be untampered and protected in order to avoid dataset poisoning which
may lead to wrong decisions taken by the AI and ML mechanisms. In this use case, the
data can be relevant to the service deployment parameters and the measured quality while
blockchain technology could solve the security and trust issues.

In their survey paper, Liyanage et al. [31] present the progress of ZSM standardization
and highlight the main goals and challenges. The security threats highlighted in this
work by the authors are ML/AI-based attacks, open API security threats, intent-based
security threats, automated Closed-Loop network-based security threats, and threats due
to programmable network technologies. Moreover, the multidomain and heterogeneous
nature of modern networks labels trust among different entities as a major issue. According
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to the authors these open issues have not been sufficiently explored, although there are
some published ideas where the use of blockchain is discussed as a solution.

Concluding, to the best of our knowledge none of the existing works clearly propose
an architecture to answer how cross-domain resource management could be implemented
in a secure manner using blockchain technology in ZSM-aligned networks. The current
research aims to present a blockchain-enabled ZSM architecture for the secure E2E service
deployment where blockchain and ZSM are combined. Combining several studies together
to address all the issues would not necessarily result in solving all of them as unintended
interactions/interplays may be revealed. Additionally, adopting the definition of com-
plexity of [32], the combination of technologies and the introduction of large numbers of
components would result in a significant complexity increase, while relying on a single
technology (blockchain technology) introduces less complexity.

3. The ZSM Framework Overview: Architecture and Open Security Issues

ZSM is expected to become one of the dominating frameworks of NGNs according
to ETSI and many articles in the literature such as [31]. The goal is the development of a
framework that will include solutions and management services to achieve orchestration
and automation of the emerging end-to-end network slicing technology, as well as of the
end-to-end, cross-domain service orchestration and automation. Additionally, the ETSI
standardization team works on generic enablers and solutions for closed-loop as well as
on advanced topics for next-generation closed-loop operations. In this course of action,
ZSM has highlighted the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
technologies in NGNs aiming to leverage the benefits they provide towards the automation
and optimization of the service management process [33].

The reference architecture of the framework is presented in [34] and enables the
definition of the functionality and the requirements that should be met in any ZSM imple-
mentation. For example, in cross-domain services, QoS requirements and service interoper-
ability should be guaranteed across different management domains. In a multi-stakeholder
scenario, a Management Domain (MD) is usually the administrative area of an NP that
is responsible for the proper functioning of services running in this area. When E2E
cross-domain services are deployed, the ZSM framework should guarantee the proper
collaboration of MDs in order to support the E2E service with appropriate resources.

One of the main factors that affect the performance of the service is the time needed for the
management tasks to be completed. The management tasks related to the deployment of E2E
services should be executed within the limited processing time according to the ZSM reference
architecture requirements. Functional and non-functional requirements defined by the ETSI
standardization team in their manuscript determine the successful operation of the framework.
The satisfaction of those requirements ensures the efficient operation of the network.

3.1. Description of ZSM Architecture and Main Elements

The main blocks in the ZSM architecture are illustrated in Figure 1 and are the follow-
ing: the management services, the management functions, the management domains (MD),
the end-to-end (E2E) service management domain, the cross-domain integration fabric and
the data services. Management services are the core component as they can be offered
and consumed by other services and ZSM participants to support network services and
applications. The management services consumption and/or offering is conducted using
management functions as presented in Figure 1. A management function can either be a
“management service producer”, a management “service consumer”, or both at the same
time. Moreover, management domains are used to define different areas of responsibility
that belong to different ZSM participants. Each management domain can use its own
management services or services offered for consumption by other management domains
using the ZSM framework. The E2E service management domain depicted in the upper
part of Figure 1, is a special management domain that provides end-to-end management of
customer-facing services, composed of the customer-facing or resource-facing services pro-
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vided by one or more management domains. The “cross-domain integration fabric” located
at the center of Figure 1 is responsible for the interoperation and communication between
the management functions within or across different domains. The registration, discovery
and invocation of management services and the communication between management
functions are implemented by the integration fabric. Finally, data services enable consistent
means of shared management data access and persistence by authorized consumers across
management services within or across management domains.
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Considering the role of the aforementioned blocks, an example of ZSM operation is
examined: supposing there is a multi-domain network where a network provider (say
NP1) is responsible to support a demanding network service with characteristics that
require a specific set of resources to provide the necessary QoS level. In the presented
scenario, assume that NP1’s resources are unavailable in the area where the service must
be deployed. According to the standard’s functionality, NP1 exploits the ZSM elements,
such as management functions and cross-domain integration fabric, to find and consume a
management service offered by another network provider (say NP2), which implements
the necessary actions to cover the needs that NP1 has defined.

3.2. Open Security Issues

Among the requirements defined in [34], there are certain open security issues that
are extremely vital for the ZSM’s operation. The main issues and security risks of the ZSM
framework as defined in [21], are as follows (and are also tabulated in Table 1):

• The trust relationship between multiple management domains: As new NPs form their
management domain and embrace the ZSM concept, the collaboration among different
domains in an automated manner requires a level of trust. Their proper operation is
based on a service level agreement (SLA) signed among NPs (NP1 and NP2 in the
example provided above), which must facilitate the proper network conditions for the
desired operation of E2E service.

• Security risks introduced by the vulnerability of management function and security
assurance of ZSM management function: Since the core functionality of ZSM is based
on management services, the possibility of a security threat breach in the operation
of those functions would be catastrophic. Therefore, the immutability and the high-
security level of management functions are extremely important in ZSM networks.

• Security isolation and security requirement fulfillment in a multi-tenancy environment
of ZSM framework: The multitenant nature of ZSM networks should not affect the
security of services supported by virtualized resources. The isolation feature inherited
by the virtualization technology that is used in modern networks increases the security
level which should be high in every tenant of the network.

• Access control for management service provided by multiple domain service pro-
ducers of ZSM framework: taking into consideration that numerous NPs provide a
management service, the access over this service should be controlled and supervised
in order to identify any malicious activity and avoid service malfunction. The normal
functionality of these services should be safeguarded since they are the heart of the
ZSM framework.

• Leverage existing security specifications to identify security risks of AI/ML models
and protect AI/ML models in the ZSM framework: Although AI/ML are key technolo-
gies of the ZSM and increase the automation level of modern networks by introducing
characteristics such as self-adaptation and self-optimization, their susceptibility in
malicious attacks is a major issue. Models used in these technologies are trained
using data sets that might be tampered. This type of attack is called dataset poisoning
and may lead to wrong AI/ML decisions which are major threats to the framework’s
proper functionality [35].
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Table 1. Solutions to security issues: Current ZSM vs. Blockchain-based ZSM.

Security issues
and complexity

Trust relationship
between multiple

management
domains

Security risks due
to the vulnerability

of management
functions

Access control for
management

services in a multi
domain scenario

Security risk of
AI/ML model and

protection of
AI/ML models in

ZSM

Complexity level

Current ZSM
approach—
Solutions

Reflective and
adaptive trust

model

GSMA Network
Equipment

Security Assurance
Scheme (NESAS)

Authentication
and authorization

mechanisms,
which check the
trust relationship

among entities

Risk assessment
based on the

Adversarial ML
Threat Matrix

High—Use a
bunch of

technologies to
increase ZSM

security

Blockchain-based
ZSM approach—

Solutions

Achieve trust in
trustless

environment using
blockchain

Use of SCs to
eliminate the

vulnerabilities
which are

automatically and
securely executed

Use SCs for
management

services and apply
visibility rules to

achieve access
control

Store the AI/ML
decisions in the

ledger and
guarantee dataset

integrity using
both blockchain

and IPFS

Low—Use
blockchain

technology and
take advantage of

its inherent
characteristics

In [21], the standardization team proposes countermeasures to overcome the security
issues mentioned above. Regarding the trust relationship among entities, they propose
a reflective and adaptive trust model to build mutual trust among entities in the ZSM
framework. The goal of this process is to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, availability,
and regulatory compliance of every MD. To accomplish this, each entity that owns an MD
needs to evaluate the trustworthiness of the other entity also owning an MD, based on
threat and risk analysis and by examining the security policies applied in the entity. The
outcome of this process leads to the building of a trust relationship among entities, followed
by authentication procedures between parties and the formation of a secure channel where
the behavior of each entity is tracked. Although this solution seems to tackle the trust
problem, other approaches can also be investigated.

The safeguarding of management functions which are crucial for the operation of ZSM
is addressed using the GSMA Network Equipment Security Assurance Scheme (NESAS).
This methodology defines security requirements and performs an assessment for secure
product development and product lifecycle processes, using 3GPP’s defined security pro-
cesses for the evaluation of network equipment. Although this solution is tested for the
security assurance of network equipment following the 3GPP’s Security Assurance Method-
ology (SECAM), other technologies could be studied to protect management functions.
Additionally, the multitenancy issue is answered using policies applied to each tenant that
uses the ZSM framework. The policy mechanism aims to provide a sufficient security layer
for the users of the ZSM framework to avoid the exploitation of multi-tenancy which may
lead to the loss of sensitive data of E2E services and the loss of the frameworks’ reputation.
However, this solution is based on security requirements defined by authors and cannot
by itself be considered as a high-security level solution. Moreover, the access control of
management services (MnS) is another major issue, as the exhaustive usage of manage-
ment resources by a malicious entity may cause the mis-operation of these critical services.
Robust access control mechanism, including identification processes, authentication, autho-
rization and audit of MnS usage, should be applied to prevent MnSs and other management
resources of the ZSM framework from being misused by MnS consumers, according to
the authors. Considering that ZSM is implemented in a multi-domain environment, the
standardization team proposes techniques to enhance the security of MnSs by introducing
authentication and authorization mechanisms, which check the trust relationship among
entities in ZSM.

AI and ML are the main technologies used in the ZSM framework and their reliability
and robustness should not be left open to dispute. The decisions of AI/ML affect the ZSM
network operation as they perform closed-loop operations for the efficient deployment of
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E2E cross-domain services. A comprehensive risk assessment for the AI/ML vulnerability
issue based on the Adversarial ML A Threat Matrix is presented in [21] and possible
countermeasures are proposed at a high level only.

4. The Architecture of the Blockchain-Enabled ZSM Approach

The proposed blockchain approach aims at increasing the security of the ZSM frame-
work by addressing the aforementioned security issues and at the same time maintaining
the complexity level low (as will be explained) using the blockchain technology and the
benefits it inherently provides. Focusing on the scenario of E2E service deployment in
a multi-domain environment and having in mind the architecture described in [34], we
propose the introduction of blockchain technology in the cross-domain integration fabric
component as it is depicted in Figure 2.
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In the presented approach, each NP is part of the ZSM framework and hosts a
blockchain node that belongs to a private permissioned blockchain network as depicted in
the figure above. The private and permissioned characteristic of the network increases the
security of this approach as we are able to control which NPs participate in the network
and at the same time minimize the possibility of a malicious participant. This is also the
approach adopted in [36] for Secure Routing for Multidomain SDN-Enabled IoT Network.
The NPs are registered in the blockchain and obtain a unique address (IDs) used for their
identification in the network. In addition, the ledger of the blockchain includes not only
the IDs of the NPs but also the addresses of the Smart Contracts (SCs) deployed in the
network. Both the E2E service management domain and the management domain of the
ZSM participant create and execute management functions, which are deployed in the form of SC
in the blockchain network. According to the ZSM standard, the development and execution
of management functions are implemented using closed loops. Closed loops are based
on AI/ML technology which uses mathematical models trained by secure datasets of the
framework. It is worth mentioning that no AI/ML code runs inside the blockchain. It is the
decisions generated by the closed-loop mechanisms that are registered in the blockchain so as
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to ensure the immutability and traceability of the decisions. Additionally, every change in
the ZSM network in a cross-domain scenario, which in our case can be the consumption of a
management function, is considered a transaction and is stored in the ledger. The registration
of an NP, the creation of an SC that utilizes a management function and the outcome of an
SC are considered blockchain transactions and are permanently written in the ledger of the
blockchain. Moreover, the blockchain interacts with other ZSM components using oracle
mechanisms to ensure that valid information is exchanged from and towards the blockchain. Oracles
in our case are software mechanisms developed to provide a secure interface between the
blockchain network (including the SCs deployed in it) and ZSM services. To accomplish
that, oracles use cryptography or/and consensus techniques applied on-chain or off-chain,
to establish a secure connection between blockchain and other services outside of it. In
the current research, oracles are used by the cross-domain integration fabric component as
presented in Figure 2.

Let us examine how the multi-domain scenario described in the previous section
changes with the integration of blockchain technology. Assuming that NP1 has a request
to support a demanding streaming application based on predefined network services. In
this scenario, NP1 cannot support the application using its own resources and uses the
ZSM framework to complete the request. Using the management services, NP1 finds
another management service in a different domain that can fulfill the request. NP1 decides
to consume the management service of the other provider (i.e., NP2) by executing a
management function in the form of SC. An example of this SC is described in an abstract
manner by the following pseudocode.
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The consumption of NP2’s service by NP1 is registered as a transaction in the blockchain
and the details of this transaction are defined by the SC. Finally, since the network is zero-
touch, the decision regarding the consumption of a management service by the NP1 provider
can be made by an AI/ML mechanism. Blockchain stores the decisions of AI in the form
of transactions. (It could additionally be used to check the validity of datasets stored in an
Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) structure which were used to train the ML model). Figure 3
illustrates the complete lifecycle of the described resource management operation that follows
the blockchain-enabled ZSM approach.
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5. Criteria for the Selection of the Blockchain/DLT Platform to Build the
ZSM-Tailored Solution

The selection of the most suitable DLT solution for the development of a blockchain-
based ZSM scenario should be based on specific criteria which should be clearly defined.
The following section of this paper aims to present the characteristics that a DLT solution
should present in order to satisfy the needs of the ZSM use case. Furthermore, we proceed
to the identification of the most suitable blockchain and DAG solutions, and we analyze
their main functionalities and characteristics. Then we evaluate their suitability for the
particular use case and we propose modifications to fulfill the requirements of our scenario.

The performance of the blockchain network directly affects the performance of the
overall system which means that characteristics of the network such as latency and through-
put affect the end user’s QoE. Furthermore, other characteristics such as the accessibility of
the network, the resiliency, the scalability and the network’s ability to easily accept new
features, are vital for the systems’ successful operation and future growth. To this end,
we define certain characteristics that a DLT solution should present in order to build a
secure, scalable and high-performance environment ready to be integrated with the ZSM
framework. The DLT solution integrated with the ZSM framework must be:

4 Access controlled: the access and the ability to perform actions in the network should
be allowed only to permitted members and should be restricted to anyone else.

4 Scalable: the nodes of the network are hosted by the NPs only. Every provider who
wishes to join the network should be able to easily deploy a node and become an
active member of the solution.

4 Resilient: the proper functionality of the network should not be affected if a node or a
number of nodes become unavailable for a period of time. The network should be
resilient to network failures in order to present high availability which is one of the
main requirements of NGNs.
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4 Very fast: the network should be able to perform multiple actions in a short period
of time (in the unit of seconds or even milliseconds), to meet the dynamicity and
resource management agility target by NGNs.

4 Programmable: the DLT adopted in this particular use case should be able to support the
development of code to implement the necessary functions which proliferate over time.

4 Extensible: the DLT chosen for the implementation of this scenario should be able
to accept new features that will upgrade its functionality and cover needs that may
occur in the future.

4 Interoperable: the DLT should be able to support interaction with services outside the
network in order to successfully communicate with ZSM services. This characteristic
increases the ability of the network to interact with the outside world and use services
that may leverage the functionality of the whole solution.

The above characteristics are translated in blockchain terms as follows:

4 Permissioned network: only the permitted entities can access the network and perform
actions in the form of transactions. This feature increases the security of the system
since every entity is known to others, and therefore, it is less possible to act maliciously.
It should be noted that the government entity does not control the operation of the
network and its role is restricted only to the authorization of the NPs.

4 Private/Consortium network: the network is supported by the NPs only, which
means that the nodes of the network are created, managed and maintained by the
participants. Although this feature seems to question the sentiment of decentralization
in the network, it increases the security of the system since only the NPs are responsible
for the proper operation of the network. In this particular use case, an NP who wishes
to become an active member of the network should be able to easily deploy a node
that will automatically become part of the network. This results in the growth of the
network as new NPs with new nodes can easily become part of the solution. As a
result, the scalability feature of the entire solution is highlighted, which is a factor that
attracts new members.

4 Crash fault tolerance: the network should support fault-tolerant mechanisms in order
to ensure that its operation is not affected if a number of nodes become unavailable.
Considering that the ZSM framework uses the DLT network to perform crucial tasks,
the resiliency of the network is vital in our scenario. The main element that is respon-
sible for the network’s proper operation is the consensus. Therefore, the network
should be able to use consensus mechanisms that will increase its fault tolerance and
guarantee the functionality of the system in hazardous situations.

4 Low consensus convergence time: the proposed solution is expected to receive a large
number of transactions which must be validated/executed with the minimum possible
delay. As a result, the selection of a consensus algorithm with a low convergence time
that is able to cope with a high number of transactions is crucial. This characteristic
is related to the previous one, as the consensus mechanism used is able to increase
the resiliency of the network and the speed of transaction validation. Therefore, the
DLT solution should be able to support a consensus mechanism that can validate
transactions fast, and at the same time tolerate failures.

4 Support of SCs: the development of code in DLTs can be accomplished by the creation
of SCs that can implement various functionalities of the network in a secure manner.
Since the network should interact with ZSM services and provide solutions to many
different problems regarding the management of modern networks, the capability of
the DLT to support SCs is extremely important.

4 Support of tokens: this feature is related to the previous one and highlights the need
to support tokens implemented in the form of special SC functions, which improve
the functionality of the solution. Tokens can be used to represent assets, currency and
rights (i.e., use a token to access a website). The development of tokens is based on
standards that ensure their smooth integration into the network. There are two main
well-known token categories, Fungible Tokens (ERC 20) and Non-Fungible Tokens
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(ERC 721). In our use case, a Fungible token could be used to create a currency used
for the transactions among NPs in order to build a modern marketplace. Additionally,
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) could be developed to represent the reputation of an
NP which could be related to the successful completion of a number of requests. This
feature could be used by NPs as a criterion during the process of NP selection to
support their request. It should be mentioned that these scenarios are only examples of
how tokens could be used and have not yet been designed for our use case. However,
the ability of a network to accept and use new programming features to enhance its
functionality and solve any future issues is a very important characteristic.

4 Interaction with oracle mechanisms: the DLT solution should be able to interact with
entities outside the network in a secure manner to leverage the functionality of the
whole system and support the ZSM processes. To this end, oracle mechanisms must be
supported by the network, while the selection of the most suitable solution should be
made based on the security level and performance. On the one hand, the information
from and towards the network should be well protected while on the other hand, the
latency introduced by the oracle should be the minimum. Having in mind that some
oracle solutions use consensus, which automatically introduces extra latency to the
system, the selection of other oracles that use different tools seems to be preferred.
There are many oracle mechanisms available that use encryption to protect the content
of their data and guarantee the origin of the information. The adoption of such a
solution may not affect the overall system’s performance dramatically.

6. Assessment of the Architecture

We examine how the proposed solution tackles the security issues mentioned in
Section 3.2 one-by-one in the sequel and also tabulate them in Table 1.

As new NPs join the ZSM framework, the number of blockchain nodes increases and
the network grows, assuming that each NP hosts/deploys at least one blockchain node.
The private and permissioned characteristics of the network minimize the possibility of the
existence of a malicious player which is also tackled by the applied consensus mechanism.
Since the blockchain network is private and permissioned, we assume that a trusted
governance entity is responsible for registering the NPs to the network. Automatically, a
trust layer among competitive NPs is created and the trust issue among multiple management
domains (security issue 1) highlighted by the ETSI team is addressed.

To reduce the vulnerabilities of management functions (security issue 2) we take advantage
of the immutability feature of Smart Contracts (SCs). We propose the use of SCs for the
implementation of the management functions defined in [34]. The rationale behind this
is the following: an SC is an immutable deterministic piece of code stored and used in
the blockchain network. An SC’s functionality cannot be undermined, and its content
cannot be tampered with as it is stored in the ledger. When an SC is created, it is related
to a unique blockchain address used by other entities in the network in order to execute
its functions. Additionally, an SC is a set of promises that are executed when predefined
conditions are met. This feature allows SCs to execute functions automatically without
human intervention. Given the security concerns regarding the vulnerability of management
functions in ZSM, the use of SCs for their implementation is ideal.

Moreover, the ability to control an SC’s visibility to other blockchain participants is
supported in various blockchain solutions and can be used to increase the confidentiality
of a transaction or the non-disclosure of SC’s information in multitenant environments, if
this is required. As a result, we can achieve access control to sensitive information, such as
management functions, stored in the network.

Blockchain can also be used to monitor the behavior of AI/ML by storing the decisions
in the form of transactions. The traceability feature of blockchain allows us to examine
the decisions of AI/ML components during their operation and identify any suspicious
activity. At the same time, the credibility of the decisions’ history cannot be questioned
since it is a valid blockchain transaction registered in the ledger. Furthermore, the training
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of mathematical models used in these technologies is based on datasets that should be
safeguarded. Although the first thought would be to store datasets in the blockchain, the
scalability issue of this technology forces us to design an alternative solution. Datasets
which usually include enormous amounts of information can be stored in Inter Planetary
File System (IPFS) distributed structures and the link that points to the data location can be
stored in the form of a hash as a valid transaction. As a result, the origin and quality of
data are guaranteed, and an extra layer of security is added to the AI/ML components of ZSM.

Finally, with respect to the complexity, we adopt the definition presented in [32] where
the complexity level of the system is defined based on the number of parts comprising
the system. According to the definition, a system that uses a smaller number of parts is
less complex than a system that uses a higher number of parts. In this paper, the solutions
proposed by the standardization team use many different technologies and techniques (e.g.,
NESAS, Adversarial ML Threat Matrix) to tackle security issues. Our approach aims to
eliminate these issues by using only blockchain technology.

It is worth stressing that based on our experience from the implementation of a solution
that supports resource trading among NPs (which is presented in [37,38]), the transaction
speed using the Ethereum-Quorum platform as the basis for the solution is in the order
of a few seconds and highly depends on the adopted consensus mechanisms while the
number of nodes in the network does not have a significant impact on this performance
aspect. Furthermore, the infrastructural resources required for the implementation of this
functionality are definitely affordable by a network provider. In our experiments presented
in [37,38], we implemented a blockchain network supported by blockchain nodes in the
form of VMs with the following characteristics: four CPU cores, 8GB memory (RAM)
and 30GB storage. Additional insights on the parameters that affect the performance of
blockchain-based solutions are provided in [39,40].

7. Assessment of Blockchain and DAG Platforms to Be Used for the
ZSM-Solution Implementation

Having defined the main characteristics that a DLT solution should present to become
the ideal choice for our scenario, we proceed to the assessment of several well-known
DLT solutions. In this section of the paper, we identify the main characteristics of Hyper-
ledger Fabric (HLF) [41], Ethereum Quorum [42] and R3 Corda [43] which belong to the
blockchain family and then we focus on two DAG solutions, the IOTA [44] and the Hedera
Hashgraph [45]. The reason for their selection is that they present characteristics that are
more likely to fulfill the requirements of our scenario. At the end of our assessment, we
tabulate our findings to guide prospective implementers.

7.1. Candidate Blockchain and DAG Solutions for Our Approach
7.1.1. Hyperledger Fabric (HLF)

This blockchain solution is an open-source permitted platform that is established and
maintained under the umbrella of the Linux Foundation. HLF’s architecture is modular
and configurable in order to easily adapt to a wide spectrum of industry use cases. The
versatility of this platform makes it ideal for several sectors such as healthcare, supply
chain and others, while its ability to support SCs written in general-purpose programming
languages (i.e., Java, Go and Node.js) makes it very attractive to organizations. In addition,
this platform is permission; therefore, the participants are known to each other which
automatically grows a sentiment of security. This means that while the participants may
not fully trust one another (they may, for example, be competitors in the same industry), a
network can be operated under a governance model [41].

Another important characteristic of this platform is its ability to support pluggable
consensus mechanisms. This feature allows HLF to be effectively customized in order to fit
various use cases. For instance, in the ZSM scenario where only known NPs are members of
the network, a fully byzantine fault tolerant mechanism might be considered unnecessary and
an excessive drag on performance and throughput. In order to maintain high-performance
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standards and increase the availability of the solution, a crash fault-tolerant consensus might be
the preferred option. This modular architecture allows the platform to rely on well-established
toolkits for crash fault-tolerant or byzantine fault-tolerant ordering. Fabric currently offers
a crash fault-tolerant ordering service implementation based on the etcd library of the Raft
protocol. Moreover, Fabric can leverage consensus protocols that do not require a native
cryptocurrency to incent costly mining or to fuel smart contract execution.

The aforementioned design features make HLF one of the better-performing platforms
both in terms of transaction processing and transaction confirmation latency, and it enables
privacy and confidentiality of transactions and the smart contracts that implement them. It
should be mentioned that many research papers have been published where the perfor-
mance metrics of the HLF are studied and tested using the Hyperledger Caliper. Authors
in [46] scaled HLF to 20,000 transactions per second [41]. Concluding the presentation
of HLF, this solution supports the creation and management of tokens and is able to use
several oracle mechanisms in order to become suitable for several use cases that demand
the interaction of blockchain with the outside world.

7.1.2. Ethereum Quorum

Quorum is a permitted implementation of Ethereum and it was initially developed
by JP Morgan. The goal of this blockchain is to cover the needs of scenarios designed to
operate in a controlled network where the identity of the members is known and access to
the public is restricted. Therefore, it is considered an ideal solution for the implementation
of private and consortium networks.

In contrast to the traditional Ethereum network, Quorum supports two different types
of consensus mechanisms: the Raft and the IBFT. This feature allows developers to use a
mechanism that suits better to their use case. For example, the Raft which belongs to the
Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT) consensus family is preferred in cases where the existence of a
malicious participant is unlikely and the need for fault tolerance is high. Nevertheless, in
cases where many different entities are participating in the Quorum network and the likeli-
hood of a malicious member is high, the IBFT mechanism is preferred since it introduces
byzantine fault tolerance.

Similar to Ethereum, the network of Quorum supports the use of tokens and SCs that
allow the creation of distributed secure applications. This feature broadens the application
area of Quorum as many DApps can be developed to implement various scenarios. How-
ever, a major difference between these two blockchains is that Quorum supports privacy
which was one of its main design goals. More specifically, it allows subsets of parties
in a consortium to transact with one another without making the transactions public to
members of the larger consortium. Quorum practically splits the ledger into a public and a
private ledger. All nodes of the network can observe the public ledger, while the private
ledger is visible only to the transacting parties. Only a hash of the private transaction
appears on the public ledger and is visible to other nodes that are not counterparties to
the transactions. This process can be conducted also for the deployment of private smart
contracts which would be visible only to the transacting parties [47].

Moreover, another significant difference between Quorum and Ethereum is the fact
that Quorum does not adopt the concept of adding cost to a transaction using gas. Although
it is a fork of Ethereum and supports the use of gas, it sets this value to zero to run
transactions without gas fees. Since Quorum is usually deployed in a consortium or private
blockchain, the use of gas in Ethereum terms is not mandatory [47]. Additionally, the
Quorum platform can be combined with the oracle mechanism in order to become part of a
solution that is not limited only to the blockchain world.

7.1.3. R3 Corda

Another popular blockchain platform is the R3 Corda, which allows the implemen-
tation of private permitted networks ready to support various use cases. The consensus
process can be implemented using either a crash or byzantine fault-tolerant algorithm. The
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selection of the desired algorithm depends on the use case scenario as it is stated earlier.
Similar to the previous platforms, Corda supports both BFT and Raft mechanisms. Consid-
ering our use case presented previously, a notary [48] that uses Raft between nodes that
form a network of NPs will present extremely good performance in terms of throughput
and latency, at the cost of being more vulnerable to malicious attack by whichever node
has been elected as a leader.

Moreover, the Corda platform supports SCs for the development of several solutions
called Cor-Dapps. SCs are defined using a restricted form of Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
bytecode, which automatically allows developers to implement the logic of their solution
by writing code in a variety of programming languages. Developers are able to use well-
developed toolchains and reuse code written in Java or other JVM-compatible languages,
which is a fact that widens the application area of this platform. Additionally, Corda
supports the development and use of tokens which can be used according to our use case
to represent resources, such as CPU, memory and others [48].

Additionally, the privacy feature is supported in this blockchain as Corda uses several
techniques to achieve this functionality. This means that the implementation of private
transactions or the execution of private SCs is feasible. At the same time, Corda sup-
ports the use of oracles, defined as a network service that is trusted to sign transactions
containing statements about the world outside the ledger only if the statements are true.
This characteristic allows the secure communication of blockchain with entities outside
the network such as the ZSM framework and its services. Additionally, Corda presents
high-performance values as it can reach up to 20,000 transactions per second according to
their benchmarking results illustrated on the platform’s website [43,48].

7.1.4. IOTA

IOTA is a very popular DLT solution, which is based on the Tangle DAG. It is sup-
ported by the IOTA Foundation which aims at the development of new DLT-based solutions.
On July 2016 the IOTA main net was activated and it is considered a public permissionless
network. Some of IOTA’s main characteristics are the increased scalability, the increased
sentiment of decentralization and the zero transaction fees. In contrast to typical blockchain
networks which present scalability issues as the transaction number increases, IOTA be-
comes more efficient and more powerful when the transaction number grows. Since IOTA
does not use miners in the network, a node is at the same time the creator and the validator
of a transaction. This means that everyone in the network contributes to the consensus
process, which is a fact that highlights the decentralized nature of this particular solution.
Moreover, the consensus mechanism implemented in the latest IOTA version is a prob-
abilistic leaderless binary voting protocol called fast probabilistic consensus (FPC). This
mechanism is responsible for Tangle’s validity by addressing issues such as the double
spending problem [44].

IOTA supports the creation of smart contracts called ISC and hence the development
of several applications for various use case scenarios. ISC is agnostic regarding the vir-
tual machine which executes the SC code. IOTA currently supports two types of SCs: the
Rust/Wasm-based and Solidity/EVM-based [49]. Furthermore, IOTA allows the use of tokens
that can be exchanged among entities in this DAG-based network. A well-known token used
as a cryptocurrency in this solution is the MIOTA which can be purchased by a user in order
to buy assets in the network. MIOTA is an example of a fungible token; however, the use of
NFTs is also supported. Moreover, the use of oracles is supported in this DLT [50]. Oracles
bring off-chain data to decentralized applications and smart contracts on the IOTA network.
These mechanisms provide blockchains with outside information, typically for use in smart
contracts, or provide interoperability between different distributed ledgers.

7.1.5. Hedera Hashgraph

Another DAG-based solution is presented by Hedera, named Hedera Hashgraph,
which uses a distributed network, cryptographic tools and timestamps to store data in the
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form of transactions. This platform is considered a public permitted network, although it is
currently governed by the Hedera Council which deploys and supports the network nodes.
In the future, anyone will be able to host and operate a Hedera Hashgraph node.

The consensus mechanism used in this DLT is called Hashgraph and is based on the
gossip protocol [45]. Every node that transacts with another one sends information regarding
the current state of the network which is based on information previously received by other
nodes. As a result, the information regarding the current state spreads like gossip among
the nodes of the network. Therefore, every node in the network contributes to the consensus
process and every node is aware of the current state. Hashgraph achieves a high-throughput
with 10,000+ transactions per second today and low-latency finality in seconds from its
innovative gossip about gossip protocol and virtual voting. Once consensus is reached, the
transaction is immutable and available on the public ledger for everyone to transparently see.
It should be mentioned that the nodes store only the latest state of the network in their ledger,
which automatically increases the scalability of the network.

Additionally, Hedera Hashgraph offers a set of so-called Hedera Services that allow
users to perform various tasks such as the creation of SCs and tokens. The Smart Contract
service of Hedera allows the creation of contracts using the Solidity language similar to
Ethereum-based networks, while Hedera promises fast SC execution with lower cost than
blockchain alternatives. Moreover, tokens are supported by the Hedera Token service
which allows the configuration and management of native fungible and non-fungible
tokens. Having in mind our use case, an NP could receive a payment in the form of token
for lending its resources to another NP. In addition, NFTs could be used as a reputation
badge to highlight the reliability of an NP in our scenario. The support of SCs and tokens
widens the application area of Hedera Hashgraph which can be used in various use cases.

Nevertheless, an additional factor that adds extra flexibility to this platform is its ability
to cooperate with oracle mechanisms. Chainlink and Hedera Hashgraph announced in 2019
their collaboration to integrate Chainlink’s decentralized oracle solution with Hedera’s
network. Chainlink is a well-known oracle mechanism that allows smart contracts to
securely access and retrieve off-chain information when needed. It uses a similar model
to a blockchain, as it implements a decentralized network of independent entities, called
oracles, that collectively retrieve data from multiple sources, aggregate it, and deliver a
validated single data point to the smart contract to trigger its execution, removing any
centralized point of failure [51].

7.2. Assessment of Blockchain/DAG Platforms

Having examined the blockchain and DAG DLTs in the previous subsection, we
proceed to the identification of their main characteristics in Table 2, which directly affect
their suitability for our use case scenario. The columns of the table present the main
attributes that describe the DLT’s functionality while at the bottom of the table, the row
with the ideal solution defines the properties of the most suitable solution for our scenario.

Table 2. Suitability of the examined blockchain and DAG solutions.

Solution Public—
Private/Consortium

Permissioned—
Permissionless

Consensus
Type

Support
of SCs

Support
of Tokens

Support
of Oracles

HLF Private/Consortium Permissioned CFT (Raft) or BFT (pBFT) Yes Yes Yes

Quorum Private/Consortium Permissioned CFT (Raft) or BFT (IBFT) Yes (private SCs) Yes Yes

R3 Corda Private/Consortium Permissioned CFT (Raft) or BFT (pBFT) Yes (private SCs) Yes Yes

IOTA Public Permissionless FPC Yes Yes Yes

Hedera Hashgraph Public Permissioned Hashgraph Yes Yes Yes

Ideal solution Private/Consortium Permissioned CFT—rapid convergence Yes Yes Yes
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Comparing each of the discussed solutions with the ideal one, we observe that every
solution supports SCs, tokens and oracle mechanisms. However, in the Quorum and R3
Corda, we are able to use private SCs and implement private transactions if necessary. This is
an extra feature that can be used to add extra functionalities to our solution in the future. For
instance, some NPs in the network may sign an agreement of cooperation and fulfill requests
with special terms which they might not want to unveil to other NPs in the network.

Furthermore, the blockchain solutions implement private/consortium and permitted
blockchains which are the ideal characteristics of the network to be adopted in our scenario.
On the contrary, IOTA and Hedera Hashgraph support only public implementations
while the IOTA network allows access to anyone as it is a permissionless network. These
characteristics decrease the suitability level of those solutions for our use case and should
be modified.

In addition, the ideal solution should use a crash fault tolerant consensus mechanism
with high convergence time in order to ensure the high availability of the system and
achieve high transaction validation numbers, considering that the likelihood of a malicious
participant is low. As illustrated in Table 2 the blockchain-based solutions can use consensus
mechanisms with these features by implementing the Raft algorithm. However, DAG-
based solutions use the FPC and Hashgraph mechanisms which present higher transaction
validation speed which seems ideal for our use case. In terms of performance, the DAG
solutions present higher numbers (transaction throughput) than the blockchain ones, and
therefore, they are considered more suitable for our use case where the transaction number
is expected to be extremely high.

The scalability of the DLT solution is also a significant factor that plays a crucial
role in the selection of the ideal solution. As was mentioned in previous subsections, the
blockchain solutions present scalability issues as every node holds a full copy of the ledger
which increases as new transactions are validated. Nevertheless, DAG nodes store only
parts of the graphs, and therefore, they scale well when the transaction number increases.
Hence, they are considered more scalable than blockchain solutions.

To conclude, the qualitative assessment of blockchain/DAG platforms on which the
prospective developer could build the ZSM-oriented solution, currently, none of the examined
networks fulfill the criteria to become the ideal solution for our use case. The development of
a private/consortium and permissionless DAG network could be the most suitable solution,
bearing in mind the main characteristics of the presented DAG-based solutions.

8. Conclusions

ZSM networks are expected to lead the way toward the development of self-managed
and self-optimized networks to form NGNs. The increased automation, in combination
with the minimum human intervention, increases the performance of the network and at
the same time exposes several security concerns. The current research examined the use of
blockchain to tackle the security issues of the ZSM framework. The proposed blockchain
architecture was found to address these security issues which further encouraged our
interest in selecting the appropriate blockchain/platform on which such a solution would
be implemented (to guide prospective implementers). In this course, we defined the
selection criteria and examined the representative set of platforms. The conclusion was
that for all of them, a modification will be needed as none meeting all the criteria was
found. Although blockchain introduces valuable characteristics such as the ability to form a
network of trust in a trustless environment without the existence of a trusted third party, the
immutability of the data recorded as validated transactions in the ledger and the traceability
feature, no technology is weakness-free. There are some drawbacks in this technology,
which should be carefully considered during the design of the blockchain-based solution
and deserve further research: (a) scalability is one of the main drawbacks of this technology
since transactions written in the ledger cannot be deleted afterward; (b) the transaction
validation time affects the dynamicity the network can support and mostly depends on the
consensus mechanism used in the blockchain software [37,38]; (c) the support of tokens is
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also anticipated to add value in this environment for trading the resources. Moreover, the
use of cryptocurrency could lead to the development of a modern marketplace where NPs
could rent, buy or lease resources using the ZSM framework in a secure manner.
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